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Details of Visit:

Author: Strident45
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 17 Jun 2012 10.00 am
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07778114941

The Premises:

Paris has a flat just a few minute?s walk from Oxford Circus ? amazingly for such a central area,
there is free parking outside on Sundays and during evenings. The flat is discreet, clean, easy to
find and has a smartly decorated bedroom, with a nice comfortable big bed.

The Lady:

Father?s Day present to myself ? it was beautifully packaged and a real treat to unwrap.

Paris is the perfect package, long blonde hair, pert upturned boobs, tight bum, stunningly pretty and
was dressed in sexy undies and full make-up. Of equal importance is that Paris is friendly,
intelligent and immediately makes you feel at ease.

The Story:

Paris had stopped doing incalls about a year ago but is now working again, albeit on a part time
basis as she has another job ? incalls in Central London on Sundays and maybe another day she
tells me.

That usual confident, magical manner in which Paris breezes into the room with her infectious smile
is still there (regulars will know what I mean), and it was good that she was pleased to see me ? I
showed signs of being pleased to see Paris myself, although in a slightly different way!

Service with a smile throughout, all normal services and no extra charges. The hour flew by and we
managed to include oral, reverse oral, kissing, massage and sex in quite a few positions plus a lot
of cuddling in between ? GFE? oh yes! Paris also did a sexy pole dance for me, which quickly got
the blood rushing to an important area.

Great girl, wonderful service and a score (forget 10/10) that went off the end of the radar screen -
welcome back to Central London Paris, your regulars have missed you!
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